
On Digital Ruins by León De la Rosa

Although at first glance the very idea of digital ruins might sound like nothing more than an 

enthusiastic oxymoron, on par with the famously humorous notion of military intelligence, intended to 

legitimize digital culture as something much more that it is purported to be; the fact that there is indeed  

a plethora of digital content that can be understood as ruins is unquestionable. Perhaps one may speak 

of derelict websites no longer in use that have been left behind to gather pixilated dust “unaware of 

anything outside of the moment in which they're pathetically trapped” (Steele, 2012). The reasons 

behind the abandonment of these websites are as varied as the sites themselves; anything from the 

administrator's death to mere boredom may have resulted in an unintentionally uninhabited,  

unresponsive digital space.

Of course abandonment can also occur intentionally; such is the case of websites that have 

suffered severe revamping—remodeling, in architecture speech—and have left behind, or beneath, as 

an after-thought older versions of themselves no longer considered fit for consumption. Unlike their 

architectural counterparts, which more often than not incorporate the old structures as part of the new 

design, revamped websites almost always shed their old interfaces and make every effort to bury them 

under a pile of digital rubble where they're meant to never be visited again. The specter of progress is 

unavoidable in instances like these; linear progress to be more specific. The very idea that websites 

must be constantly updated in order to remain relevant, therefore rendering the past obsolete can very 

easily be linked to The Ruin and how it “attests to the inherently tenuous foundations of the logic of 

capitalism: what was once built to testify to a singular and eternal present becomes the symbol and 

proof of its mutability” (Trigg, 2006; p. xxviii). Luckily not even the logic of capitalism—in the name 

of progress—can prevent digital archeology efforts like The Internet Archive's Wayback Machine1, 

which allows visitors to embark on their very own unearthing expeditions in search of websites' past 

(Fig. I). It is understood that explorations into the past often open up paths of understanding and 

1 http://archive.org/web/web.php
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reflexion about the present and so it happens when a web surfer rides the Wayback Machine; the past 

and abandoned mainframes that used to populate the world wide web at a given period can offer 

insights into the historicity of such a young medium.

Likewise, one hardly needs to scratch away 

denotative properties to appreciate GeoCities as 

the  ruin of an outdated digital scheme that, much 

like architectural styles of the past, once 

dominated the net's landscape. As a web hosting 

service, GeoCities was originally built upon a 

geographical metaphor, in which users chose a 

city where their page would be located; even though this mode of operation shifted once Yahoo! 

acquired it in 1999 (GeoCities, n.d.), it nonetheless became the standard instrument for early amateur 

cybernauts discovering the potential of online identity and self-expression. Currently GeoCities, 

although not operating in most of the world, is a perpetual point of reference and source of nostalgia for 

a sense of origin in the inherently rhizomatic environment that is the web. To this point, The Geocities-

izer2 offers internet users a chance for an anachronistic experience of the  web (Fig. II). This type of 

relationship with remnants is quite recurrent since within them “the past is both present in its residues 

and yet no longer accessible, making the ruin an 

especially powerful trigger for nostalgia” 

(Huyssen, 2006; p. 7).

However, my interest in digital ruins goes 

beyond understanding them as instruments of 

nostalgia for an idealized—albeit significantly less 

2 http://wonder-tonic.com/geocitiesizer/   

Fig. II: youtube.com GeoCitiesIzed

Fig. I: CocaCola.com ca. October 1996 as archived in The Wayback Machine

http://wonder-tonic.com/geocitiesizer/
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aesthetically pleasing—past. Instead, I wish to explore digital ruins as analogue to the ruined factory 

that Edensor (2005) describes as a site where “jolted out of its fixed composure, the body can 

rediscover unfamiliar exercises in which a more expansive physical engagement with surroundings is 

induced, a somatic experience bearing the memories of childhood play,” (p. 89). The expansive 

physical engagement that Edensor mentions can be equated to conscious acts of transgression in which 

patterns of spacing and control are challenged continually as a direct response to “the belief that an alI-

encompassing design can order meaning through the logical placing of people and things within a grid-

like system” (p. 54). Likewise I intend to establish digital ruins “as a resistance to informatic control  

through both intentional and unintended misdirections of the cybernetic imperative” (Nunes, 2011; p. 

20) that can be implemented in the study of digital media, which “is often if not always to study the 

political economy of an open secret” (Krapp, 2011; p. 26). In this sense I turn to the glitch; its practices 

and aesthetics, its conceptual bearings and its object representations as the type of digital ruin that can 

offer a spiral-like path that can do just that: exploit and explode an open secret—yet another oxymoron 

must be traced.  To do so I suggest that to glitch is to err is to   errar   is to deviate is to exploit is to ruin is   

to decay is to glitch yet again.

To Glitch

In the foreword to the “glossy coffee-table book of beautiful errors” (p. 7) Glitch: Designing  

Imperfection (2009) Per Platou tells brief anecdotes in which his practice as a digital media-based 

musician and performer was only enhanced by faulty technology. He speaks of a specific internet-

fueled dance performance in the mid 90's when despite a barrage of technical difficulties and 

continuous computer crashes there was still enough pleasure within the debris to enchant the audience. 

He then goes on to clearly identify the source of this enchantment; a tension that “was created by what 

went wrong, and not what we had rehearsed for months in a dance studio” (p. 6). 
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The tension that Platou identifies is most likely familiar with any person who for the last 20 or 

so years has been trying to keep up to date with digital technology. Be it televisions, satellite radio,  

personal computers or video games; consumers are perpetually aware of the very real possibility of 

utter failure; sure it is incrementally unexpected, but possible still. This possibility of failure is not  

necessarily tied up with a lack of expertise on the consumer's part, rather it is very likely that what the 

piece of equipment needs in order to perform on par with expectations is to download an updated 

firmware, a new plugin that will allow it to play back the desired file at the correct frame rate and ratio;  

or perhaps what is needed is something more rudimentary, perhaps even a blow of breath might do the 

trick. 

Anyone familiar with the original Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) launched in the mid 

80's surely remembers the practice of blowing into the game cartridges whenever they failed to boot up 

correctly. While the benefits of doing this have never been fully established it nonetheless was the 

standard method of solving some of the most typical issues associated with gaming in the early stages 

of the now ubiquitous video game entertainment complex. Even if, after enough blows, the game 

succeeded to launch, gamers still had to contend with the unpredictability of how it would launch. 

While it was expected for the game's title screen to welcome the 

player with a fully defined and legible graphic; it was often the case that misfired signals and misplaced 

pixels resulted in a mashed up image that could only be described in terms of glitch aesthetics (Fig.  

III*).

* Downloaded from http://rhizome.org/editorial/2010/jul/8/game-glitch-gifs-2010-max-capacity/ on 5.3.2012

Fig. III: Stills from Ninja Gaiden Glitch  

by Maximum Volume

http://rhizome.org/editorial/2010/jul/8/game-glitch-gifs-2010-max-capacity/
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Generally speaking visual content like the one above served as introduction to glitch aesthetics 

not only for gamers but for the average consumer of digital media as well. Naturally these instances 

were not originally recognized as anything more than unrequited malfunctions; rubbish blocking the 

pathways and clogging up the very possibility of utilizing the NES the way it was meant to; as 

entertainment. Of course, the implications of the glitch took on a larger scale once it was transposed 

into the realm of producing digital media as opposed to harnessing or consuming it as in the two 

examples above; this new facet of the glitch gained relevance as the pro-sumer market began being 

targeted with digital production tools intended for video and audio content.

As an undeveloped video maker in the mid 90's I can recall slaving over the properties of 

hundreds of video clips, their respective filters and connecting transitions without being able to see 

them run in real time until properly rendered. The problem was that at the time, rendering a multi-

layered, video project could take as long as 8 or 10 hours—maybe even more, depending on several 

varying factors—forcing the producer to make decisions based on what amounted to be educated 

guesses as to the nuances of timing and rhythm as well as the over-arching aesthetics of most videos 

over 10 minutes long. In short, the more complex and finely-tuned the video; the more it took 

advantage of the potential within digital non-linear editing, the more guesswork it required. On top of 

everything else, it was not unusual to finish rendering a project in full only to find out that the 

guesswork had failed, it had been conquered by the inherent glitch of estimations: margin of error.

Slowly, amateur producers like myself, began to carve pathways around this margin of error, 

strategies to fasten it, make it less considerable. Render by chunks instead of entire projects at a time, 

employ different combinations of filters that were easier to render, review the video clips frame by 

frame before rendering; all in hope of reducing the potential for error. Of course, much like the gamers 

of the mid 80's blowing into their game cartridges, none of our strategies ensured complete excretion of 

glitches; each glitch at a time revealing the innards of the instruments we were employing. 
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In his essay Revealing Errors (2011), Benjamin Mako concludes that “when technology works 

smoothly; its nature and effects are invisible. But technologies do not always work smoothly. A tiny 

fracture or a smudge on a lens renders glasses quite visible to the wearer” (p. 27, his emphasis). It was 

through these fractures, the smudges that resulted out of miscalculations; the time wasted rendering 

useless bytes of audiovisual content, the hard drive space allocated to futile digital junk that we as users 

were able to discover the shortcomings of tools that promised the absence of such limitations. We were 

able to uncover the errors encoded within our instruments; digital errors. 

To Err

Digital errors reveal. They explode from within the digital artifacts that make up a “computing 

culture... predicated on communication and control to an extent that can obscure the domain of the 

error” (Krapp, 2011; p. 75) and “provide a space where the particulars... make technologies visible in 

their products” (Mako, 2011; p. 30). 

However, unlike their architectural counterparts made up of stone, steel and concrete, which are 

self-evident for the most part; digital errors require some sort of vehicle to be recognized as such, they 

require an outcome that will allow the user to understand why the expected results are not coming back. 

In fact, if no outcome for error is coded within faulty digital artifacts, they risk entering a loop of trial  

and (ahem) error that could run on forever. More often than not error outcomes take the form of 

message screens that display an error number and some notion of explanation; of course if the artifact 

understood exactly why the error occurred, it probably wouldn't be an error in the first place. 

Nonetheless, error screens are an integral part of the digital experience that increasingly takes place not  

within the confines of a personal computer, but instead in the boundless space that is the world wide 

web.
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Perhaps the most recurrent error screen in said context is the ever-present Error 404: Page Not  

Found pronouncement. It is a dreaded message signifying the end of the line for a particular path; the 

visitor can no longer go forward and must retrace the steps that led to the missing page before carving 

out a new path of exploration. Naturally, the irony of a web-page telling you that the page you are 

looking for cannot be found is unavoidable and untranslatable to life outside of the digital domain,  

where you are susceptible to prolonged exercises in futility as you search for the book you sold at a 

garage sale five or ten years ago. Instead, the internet, more specifically the sites that populate the 

internet have taken it upon themselves to provide you with unequivocal information that will make you 

stop and go back; figure out a new way to obtain the desired information. Peter Krapp (2011) makes 

reference to this type of relationship when he speaks of how “in glitch, the signal/noise dialectic in 

human/computer interaction emphasizes more than ever a balance between error and control; both are 

needed for performance” (p. 74) The signal/noise binary he speaks off, makes reference to every bit of 

unsolicited information that must be turned off—in the off/on binary-code sense—before the desired 

content displays correctly; everything else is pure noise, one may say. As a matter of fact 404 error 

screens are such an unavoidable part of our everyday 

online performance that in some instances webpage 

administrators take the time and make the effort to come 

up with singular and creative message screens (Fig. IV*) 

that will set the error within their own site apart from all 

the generic errors that abound. 

Creative error messages like the one on the left 

occupy a singular niche within the world wide web; while on the one hand they are meant to execute a 

very specif task—providing the user mandatory feedback and serving as output for an error, they can 

* Downloaded from http://www.404errorpages.com/examples/#creative on 5.4.2012

Fig. IV: “404 Error Page not found” message screen

http://www.404errorpages.com/examples/#creative
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also be re-contextualized as an aesthetic symbol and, as Walter Benjamin suggests and John McCole 

paraphrases, embody “'momentary totality', 'self-contained, concentrated, steadfastly remaining itself'” 

(quoted on Stead, 2003: p. 56). Thus the digital ruin that is the error message risks becoming a ruin on 

its own right by being yanked out of its original context therefore loosing all potential to adequately 

carry through the chore it was created for. Instead, the newly minted symbol can now only serve the 

design of online galleries such as www.404errorpages.com, where visitors are meant to explore error 

pages as form and not content.

There is an undeniable recursive nature to the process by which an error page can become the 

symbol of an aesthetic accomplishment, thereby foregoing it original intent. A different type or  

recursive process can be found in the errors displayed by internet search engines whenever they cannot 

find the given information a given user is searching for. Since 404 Error pages are almost always 

placeholders for a missing element within websites, it only stands to reason that a different number and 

message must serve as output for errors that occur within meta-sites like search engines; enter Error 

414 (Fig. V).

As can it can be read on the image at the 

left, error 414 occurs when a search engine, in this 

case Google cannot process a search request due to 

its size. Of special interest is the image of the robot 

attempting to fix itself, attempting to proverbially 

pull itself up by its own bootstraps. Irving Wohlfarth (2006) identifies a similar recursive operation in 

his essay Et Cetera? The Historian as Chiffonnier, which deals primarily with Walter Benjamin's 

unfinished Arcades Project. In it, Wohlfarth claims that by seeking “to abandon the traditional 

prerogatives of authorship for a marginal, anonymous and subterranean position from which, ideally, to 

let the historical materials speak for themselves” Benjamin condemned his Arcades Project to, much 

Fig. V: Error 414

http://www.404errorpages.com/
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like the Tower of Babel “become its own ruin” (loc. 225). It seems that by functioning as a Chiffonnier, 

a gatherer of rags, Benjamin had forgone some of the basic tenants of the classic historian by allowing 

his recollected data to create a context of its own accord. In this sense, the information assembled was 

at once tower and ruin, architect and brick, both the boots and the straps the google robot is attempting 

to pull itself by.

Additionally the fact that such a compendium remains to this day unfinished, forever in 

progress cements even further Benjamin's Arcades Project as a clear antecedent to the conception of 

web search engines, which must continually update themselves, their indexes and their indexing 

practices; they must also remain forever in progress. I contend that the very procedural-but-never-

resolved nature of projects and endeavors like these ensures the sense of their own ruins within; after 

all, the infamous bottom-line cannot be addressed unless a finished product is at hand; if no tangible 

profit can be obtained directly from it, it might as well be a ruin. At this point, commodification of a  

process is still suspect at best, despite the fact that mega corporations like Google seem to be quite 

successful at it.

But a question arises here, if search engines are always becoming, never completed; what 

exactly is it that they offer? Other than their own ruins, their glitches, their errors. In this respect it  

might be wise to call on Mark Nunes' (2011) pronouncement about the etymology of the word error 

and how it “emphasizes wandering” (p. 8). It is so that words like errant and error share a practice of 

going astray. Could it be the case then that search search engines—incomplete as they perpetually 

seem to be—offer nothing more than the chance go astray, the chance to wander, the chance to errar?

TO ERRAR

Errar is a word in spanish that can roughly be translated as to wander, but depending on the 

context, it can also mean to miss—as in missing the point or making a mistake. It is so than an errante 
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is a vagabond, a wanderer that keeps missing the point and needs to continue wandering in search of a 

potential point of destination. Tim Barker (2011) talks about the error “as this potential that may or may 

not become actualized. The system that seeks the actualization of unforeseen potential is also a system 

that has the capacity to become errant” (p. 51). It doesn't take much to understand internet search 

engines in terms of being the type of systems that seek the actualization of unforeseen potential. If that 

is the case, then it must also follow that search engines do indeed posses the capacity to become errant, 

and the susceptibility for such capacity to be procured.

Over the last decade or so, the 

practice of Google Bombing or 

Googlewashing has been doing just that, 

procuring Google's capacity to become errant. 

Coined in 2003, Googlewashing is a term that 

describes the creation of “large numbers of 

links, that cause a web page to have a high 

ranking for searches on unrelated or off topic 

keyword phrases, often for comical or satirical 

purposes.” (Google Bomb, n.d.). there are 

numerous examples of successful Google Bomb campaigns; everything from turning conservative talk-

show host Bill O'Reilly into a top result for searching the terms terrorist sympathizer to pairing former 

UK Prime Minister Tony Blair with the search term liar. But perhaps the most famous act of 

Googlewashing occurred in 2003 when searchers typing the term “miserable failure into the popular 

search engine (were) directed to the biography of the president (George W. Bush) on the White House 

website” (BBC News, 2003). Today if one types in just failure George W. Bush's biography still is one 

Fig. VI: 'failure' Google search
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of the top results (Fig. VI*).

 An interesting aspect of Google Bombing is that it forces search engines to bring back 

results that do not necessarily reflect the content within the results, but rather they reflect a collection of  

meticulously arbitrary actions that cybernauts have engaged in an effort to provide further 

commentaries upon the results shown. This shifts entirely the paradigm that gives search engines any 

sense of objectivity and reliance; what once was purported to be an impartial  Chiffonnier, a collector 

and indexer of information, has now become a collection pile of subjectivities within which we are 

forced to search for meaning. 

When discussing the practice and significance of ruin gazing, Hell and Schönle (2010) mention 

how “our gaze at the rubble piling up before our eyes is clouded by the iconic wreckage of ages” (p. 1). 

I would argue that a very similar phenomenon occurs when we gaze at the pile of Google results that 

come about through the exploration of the glitch within that allows for Google Bombing to occur. The 

rubble piling up are the web sites indexed ad infinitum and the iconic wreckage of ages could be 

equated to the transgressive practices that allow for new meanings and reflexions spawning from the 

errar that Googlewashing allows for; the inevitable deviation it results in.

TO DEVIATE

Deviation must not always be the result of an error, in fact, the errar glitch discussed in the 

previous section does not occur because search engines fail to do their job; it does not occur by 

accident due to faulty technology. Instead another model arises in which the properties inherent to a 

given technology are put to use in a different manner than they were intended. This results not in the 

technology misfiring on accident, but transgressing it's own premises on purpose. This could be 

referred to as intended deviation. 

* Search conducted on 5.6.2012
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It has already been established that one of the main offerings that internet search engines 

provide is the chance to wander. But even when this wandering becomes and errar through the 

transgression of practices like Google Bombing it nonetheless results in an online experience 

unencumbered by the innards of the websites it provides as search results. In these cases visitors can 

still errar through digital spaces that respond unequivocally to a logic of order, cleanliness and easy 

access; a steady flow of megabytes traveling both 

ways between the visitor's computer and the server 

that houses any given page online. It could even be 

argued that “within this spatio-temporal ordering not 

all rhythms are deemed equally desirable” (Spinney, 

2010; loc. 1658); for example a sudden drop-off in 

bandwidth will surely result in an undesirable online 

experience that most page administrators would 

surely like to avoid. Arguably, this obsession with providing page visitors with an unburdened virtual 

stroll might respond to a genuine concern for maintaining a positive(ist) environment and relationship; 

conversely, if one were a cynic, one may suggest that “decluttering (sic) turns out to be utterly 

concerned with money: with producing more efficient consumers” (Potts, 2010; loc. 567).

In this respect, even when glitched, standard search engines and the web browser that love them 

still succeed in at least attempting to produce more efficient consumers. The Web Stalker, however, is 

not a standard web browser; instead of providing the searcher with an unobstructed view of all the 

virtual commodities that can be consumed it “purports to be a new form of web browser that dispels 

with the page metaphor of traditional browsers and presents urls as a series of circular lines that are the 

links (Fig. VII*)...'The Web Stalker' relies on spatial references” (beyond. Interface., 1997)

* Downloaded from http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=7 on 5.6.2012

Fig. VII: Visual representations of websites by 'The Web Stalker'

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=7
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By doing away with the websites' facades, 

The Web Stalker reveals the entrails that were meant 

to be remain hidden therefore succeeds in cluttering 

once again what was meant to be uncluttered. 

Although at first glance the interface that The Web 

Stalker provides might seem a bit impenetrable—at 

least in contrast with the standard visitor-websites 

interaction—it creates new types of possibilities by not only exploring and deviating into the spatial  

and hierarchical relationships that hide below the surface of every website; but it also exposes other 

standard search engines and the biases associated with choosing to display information in a regulated, 

uncluttered way. This in turn, allows for new and exciting possibilities, since once these relationships 

have been made evident, once the clutter has been unclothed, the ruin stands naked and it can then be 

exploited.

TO EXPLOIT

The exploitation of the digital realm by exposing the internal ruins that lie beneath can take 

many forms and be done for several reasons. Perhaps one of the most interesting lines of reasoning 

behind this exploitation can be traced to the physical domain and the industrial ruins that Tim Edensor  

(2005) explores so thoroughly suggesting, among other things, that “despite this frenetic impulse to 

smooth and encode, the longing for less regulated spaces continues to shape urban space” (p. 59). I 

venture to propose that the same can be said for the digital space, where the frenetic impulse to smooth 

and encode is evidenced by the standardized layout and interfaces featured on the vast majority of 

websites. More so, the advent of online social hubs like Facebook and Twitter, along with the still 

burgeoning market of mobile devices that access most of the world wide web through site and service 
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specific applications (apps) have resulted in an online experience that continues to narrow in aesthetic 

possibilities, choosing instead for the smoothness of scrolls and columns, tabs and pages. Incidentally it 

is no accident that most of the names given to the typical elements that regulate the lion's share of the  

online landscape are direct references to ancient technology; after all they are in fact attempting to  

emulate them.

Faced with such prospect, those who wish to exploit the potential of digital ruins have a handful 

of tools at their disposition; the wide umbrella of code covers most of them. Of all types of code, 

perhaps the most commonly employed is Hyper Text Markup Language, which Blais & Ippolito (2006) 

refer to as “the lingua franca of all Web pages, a code so simple that most techies don't consider it 

programming at all. Yet the misuse of HTML tags can allow insights into online politics, community 

and vision” (p. 52).

It is precisely the potential of misused HTML tags

—now HTML5—along with abused JavaScript 

elements—the so-called muscle behind Web pages

—that spawns new, reflective online environments 

that exploit the inherent glitches laying underline—

as opposed to online—the world wide web. Frames 

that multiply infinitely subverting any sense of 

content hierarchy, pop-up windows that fill out the 

screen making it impossible for the visitor to 

navigate away from a particular website, 

homepages that wear their insides as skin, and 

search engines that expose scripts over contents are 

all clear examples of longings for less regulated spaces within the otherwise highly ordered world wide 

Fig. VIII: The blog 'Notas desde Inxilio' shreded on 5.8.2012

Fig. IX: An abandoned house in Ciudad Juárez; shot on 5.1.2011 by the author
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web.

The Internet Shredder does exactly what its name 

implies; it shreds webpages to reveal every piece of 

element that web designers took great care to conceal 

(Fig. VIII). The shredded experience is not unlike 

walking through an abandoned house stripped to the 

point of a fully-exposed structure (Fig. IX). Along 

similar lines, online pieces by glitch collective Jodi.org 

revel on scraping away any sense of functionality and formal aesthetics to ruin the digital surface to the 

point of apparent futility and display digital guts in all their ruined glory (Fig. X & XI). 

TO RUIN

An interesting crossroad reveals itself. While 

on the one hand digital content can in fact be glitched 

into providing all the options described in the 

sections above; it can be made to err, it can turn a 

visitor into an errante, it can offer a wide array of 

deviations and it can be exploited as digital ruin; it cannot actually be ruined, at least not in the sense  

typically thought of as ruined. Digital content offers no physicality to engage, it offers no tangible 

surfaces that wear out, but most importantly it DOES offer the promise of perpetuity and the possibility 

of high fidelity copying. I will deal with this promise a bit later, but first I will discuss the issues 

dealing with physicality and tangible surfaces.

While it is undeniable that a long series of digital 0's and 1's can only be rearranged to display 

information in a given manner, following certain values in terms of aesthetics and functionality; it is  

Fig. X: jodi.org; accessed on 5.7.2012

Fig. XI: map.jodi.org; accessed on 5.7.2012
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also a fact that these 0's and 1's still require a physical container that will house the information being 

dealt with. These containers usually take the form of hard drives; either internal, housed within the 

body of a personal or industrial computer; or external, removable media that can be taken from one 

computer station to another serving as a bridge of sorts to exchange data and information. Although the 

advent of online and cloud technology makes these containers as invisible and removed from the user's 

everyday computing interactions as possible, all 0's and 1's must still be held within servers somewhere 

that also respond more or less to the physical logic of containers mentioned above. In this sense, even if 

digital content itself offers no embodiment to ruin properly, the recordable media that houses all 0's and 

1's certainly does.

Perhaps this notion was somehow in the mind of 

Tommy Jordan when he decided to shoot his daughter's 

laptop as punishment for a Facebook post (Fig. XII-

XIV*). Of course, the destruction of the laptop did 

nothing to alter the post itself, as it would live on not 

only on his daughter's Facebook wall; but also in the 

walls of all her Facebook friends, their reposting of it, their printing of it, their emailing of it, etc.  

However, the fact that the daughter's laptop itself did offer a chance to be stripped of all functionality,  

* Frames grabbed from http://youtu.be/kl1ujzRidmU on 5.8.2012

Fig. XIV: A laptop as ruinFig. XIII: Tommy Jordan takes aim

Fig. XII: Tommy Jordan scolds his daughter

http://youtu.be/kl1ujzRidmU
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gave Mr. Jordan, and his parenting technique, a perfect target. If nothing else, Mr Jordan's 

actions do speak to the idea that an artifact, unlike digital content can in fact be turned into debris by 

simply pumping a few .45 bullets into it; although this will likely also destroy the information within 

the laptop's hard drive itself; it must once again be pointed out that such destruction will not disturb in 

the least information that has already been housed in another container somewhere else, even if it did 

originate from the very same laptop that was just destroyed.

In hindsight, this same type of futility can be recognized in much of the practices associated 

with the cold war and the so-called atomic age, which Veitch (2010) identifies as already possessing “a 

vaguely antiquated feel. In a digital era of miniaturization, hypertext, and virtual reality, there is  

something about the bomb's big bang that seems crude and embarrassingly literal” (p. 321). Much like 

the crudeness of the bomb's big bang, each of Mr Jordan's gun shots seem to also be embarrassingly 

literal and strangely anachronistic “for a father who works on IT for a living” (alornmage, 2012). 

Likewise, just like the  long list of nuclear tests conducted by the US during the heighten paranoia of 

the Cold War left behind a “landscape of hubris and folly, littered with the detritus of outlandish 

schemes designed to serve still more outlandish military strategies, concocted to counter unimaginable 

contingencies: hence its fundamental absurdity, its exaggerated, operatic qualities” (Veitch, 2010; p.  

325); the laptop cadaver left behind by Mr. Jordan stands as a memorial to a parenting war being waged 

on misplaced fronts employing misguided tactics. His strategy seems all the most outdated once we 

reflect upon the promise of perpetuity that digital content carries with it and more specifically the  

expectation of high fidelity in every digital copy of a digital original.

Further inspection into the practice of copying content made up of binary code, will reveal the 

concept of digital compression and with that, the fact that the fidelity so highly sought is actually much 

harder to maintain than initially perceived. After all, as Cory Arcangel (2007) puts it, “the whole point 

of digital image compression is to be able to reconstruct an image without having to send all the data.  
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This is because data, especially in large amounts, is expensive and slow to transport” (p. 221). It seems 

then, that digital content is not ageless, specially if such content goes through a series of compressions 

in order to be easily transported from one site (either physical or virtual) to another. The above is 

particularly true for digital images, music and video, the types of content more likely to be subjected to  

what has been deemed lossy compression, “this is because, believe it or not, our eyes and ears are pretty 

crap, and we don’t usually notice missing bits here and there. Lossy compression works by getting rid 

of the information which isn’t so important to us” (Arcangel, 2007; p. 221). This way, lossy digital 

compression offers an opportunity for glitch practitioners to exploit a glitch that will allow digital 

content to decay.

TO DECAY

Digital compression then seems to open up a space for digital decay; a space that has been 

discovered through a long process that can only be vaguely recalled in the length of this paper; but that 

nonetheless responds to a logic of ordering; a logic of productivity; a logic of perpetuity; a logic of 

progress; finally and perhaps most contradictory a logic of indexing, preserving and archiving every 

last bit of information that is possible to archive. This same process can be be reflected in Dylan Trigg's 

conclusion that “value and rationality have fissured, allowing the place of decline to be realized. Within 

this space, a formula can be established involving the becoming of perfection as the image of decay” 

(p. 95). The very notion of involving the becoming of perfection as the image of decay screams of the 

glitch within the very logic that has opened up the prospect of digital decay through lossy compression. 

At this point I cannot think of a more apt embodiment of this logic than not only the practice of video 

datamoshing but also the way that mainstream video makers have taken to a practice so obviously 

opposed to the very idea of high end video production.

Datamoshing, also known as pixel bleeding, is a compression artifact “caused by the application 
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of lossy data compression... where two videos are interleaved so intermediate frames are interpolated 

from two separate sources” (Compression Artifact, n.d.). Through the technique of datamoshing shots 

within videos do not cut or fade into each other; in fact there is never something that could be 

recognized as a traditional transition within shots. Instead, each shot moshes, bleeds, decays into the 

next one (Fig XV & XVI).

It's perhaps only natural that a system like digital culture that grew along a path and logic of 

continuous updates in search for completion, control and perchance even perfection should end up 

reverting in on itself by actively procuring the decay of the content it once tried to produce at the very  

highest of definitions with outmost of care for the smallest detail. Music videos have a history of being 

one of the first frontiers that the avant-garde often crosses on its way to being co-opted by the 

mainstream. Everything from non-linear narratives to scratched out, dusty and overexposed footage 

were burrowed from experimental film by the music video industry as it was developing into the 

juggernaut that now plays about as large a part in the success of musicians as music itself does. Once 

this offbeat and peculiar techniques were adopted by music videos, it didn't take long before 

mainstream television and film along with their respective audiences took a liking and adopted them 

Fig. XV: Sequence from "Evident Utinsil' by Chairlift 

Fig. XVI: Sequence from Welcome to Heartbreak by Kanye West

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossy_data_compression
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whole. If this trend continues then it might not be that long before glitch aesthetics; the very antithesis  

of everything that digital content once promised, takes control of a larger chunk of the digital landscape 

suers experience on a daily basis. At that point it might be wise  understand this landscape as made up 

of “raw material (that) is essentially digital garbage” (Cascone, 2009; p. 17), the type of garbage that 

can attest to “how unruly objects in ruins can raise contemporary, critical questions about the nature of 

waste, and about the production of excessive matter and meaning” (Edensor, 2005; p. 100).

But not only can digital ruins raise critical questions about the nature of excessive production of 

matter and meaning, rather they can become the most critical of all questions themselves. By 

incorporating notions of productivity and aesthetic value within, as well as a a definite sense of purpose 

behind each glitch, digital ruins are no longer left to wander the oceans of possibility in accidental  

decay, instead they are now procured and  preserved as such. Of course since the possibility of glitch 

itself is coded within every digital practice, it is only a matter before a new sense of imperfection and 

mistake comes along to glitch our digital landscape yet again.

TO GLITCH [a conclusion]

Every glitch reveals [and revels in] the promises [and shortcomings] of digital control. Every 

glitch can glitch itself into existence and form. Every glitch will eventually find a way to glitch itself  

out of being a mistake. Every glitch will glitch out itself, yet again.
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